Background. We compared Sepsis-2 (S2) and Sepsis-3 (S3) in classifying patients with sepsis and mortality risk.
Unadjusted hazard ratios for death associated with sepsis are shown in the Figure  and were not changed after adjusting for age or gender.
Conclusion. S3 and iqSOFA were more stringent definitions of sepsis and better at predicting death than S2. The S3 ROC AUC was higher than for iqSOFA which otherwise performed identically to S3. The SOFA score used in the S3 definition required more data collection compared with the iqSOFA score. Thus, the complex S3 definition adds little advantage to the simpler iqSOFA in classifying patients with sepsis or forecasting mortality. 
Background.
We have previously shown that vancomycin-resistant E. faecium (VRE) with DAP MICs close to the breakpoint (4 µg/mL) harbor genetic changes associated with DAP resistance (DAP-R). Further, DAP MIC was a predictor of poor microbiological eradication in patients with VRE bacteremia treated with DAP. Furthermore, DAP-susceptible VRE isolates with DAP MIC of 3-4 µg/mL (Etest) were more likely to fail DAP therapy, independently of the DAP dose used. Here, we used WGS to determine whether mutations associated with DAP-R could predict DAP MICs.
Methods. We performed WGS to identify potential determinants of DAP-R in 80 E. faecium isolates (62 DAP-S and 18 DAP-R recovered from bloodstream and other infection sites) in diverse US geographical locations. Two modeling strategies were employed with the aim of increasing the robustness of our prediction strategy, (i) a logistic regression model approach to predict the probability of an isolate of exhibiting a DAP MIC of ≥ 3µg/dl based on the presence of relevant mutations, and (ii) a linear regression model to predict a single doubling dilution increase on DAP MIC in the presence or absence of mutations associated with DAP-R, after transforming MICs to a log 2 scale. Statistical significance (P value) was set at <0.05.
Results. Out of 62 genetic determinants examined, the presence of substitutions in LiaFSR or YycFGHI systems were independent predictors of an isolate exhibiting DAP MIC ≥ 3 µg/mL (logistic model, LiaFSR OR 8.9, P < 0.0001 and YycFGHI OR 6.2; P < 0.0001) or of an increase in DAP MIC (lineal model; LiaFSR β 14.6; P < 0.04; YycFGHI β 1.7; P < 0.0001) and were consistent in both models. When we evaluated individual genetic changes within the proteins from both systems, substitutions in YycG were associated with the greatest increase on DAP MIC (8.0-fold; β = 3.0, 95% CI 2.8-4.1 P < 0.0001), followed by LiaF (3.0-fold; β 1.5, 95% CI 0.17-2.9 P = 0.028;), LiaS (2.0-fold; β = 0.9, 95% CI 0.2-1.6; P = 0.006) and LiaR (1.7-fold; β = 0.8, 95% CI 0.1-1.5, P = 0.021).
Conclusion. 
